1. Valley fold one layer up.
2. Rabbit ear fold.
3. Fold model in half and bring flap to the top.
4. Reverse-fold front and back layers to form legs.
5. Inside, reverse fold leg - repeat behind.
6. i) Repeat with the two inner layers of the leg.
   ii) Fold point inside.
7. Fold inside and repeat behind.
8. Unfold the reverse fold in step 5. Repeat behind.
9. Swivel fold to form the arms.
10. Reform the reverse fold. Repeat behind.
11. Tuck the inner parts of the arms inside.
12. Outside reverse fold head.
1. Fold inside
2. Crimp chest

4. Close up of arm
Squash fold to form arm. Adjust inner layers. Repeat behind.

5. Close up of arm
Release fold tips of arms to form claus.

6. Close up of legs
Crimp fold tail in both places.
Reverse folds to shape legs.

8. Finished velociraptor